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WAR IN THE AIR

"Two years ago the tide of airpower turned definitelyagainst
the Axis" says the New York Times today, "On September 15, 1940
R.A.F, fliers shot down 185 German planes over England, ending Hitlers

hope of conquering Britain fromthe air.... since then both

Germany and Japan have won many victories in the sky. But no

victory anywhere in Russia, Africa or the Far East proved decisive.

"It will be interesting to see what our Flying Fortresses can

do when enough of them reach Britain andwhen they begin to carry

their daylight precision Bombing into Germany itself. It is

positive that such bombing at key points - bridges, railroad cuts,
tunnel mouths, and assembly yards - could paralyse the enemy's
entire transport system. Obviously we do not yet know all the

answers in air warfare. But we are learning rapidly, And .one thing

seems certain, with our aircraft production; alone already beyond the

combined production of the axis nations German can never again achieve

supremacy of the skies."

The Vichy Govt.

The New York Tiles also states we may pressume that American

relations with the Vichy government would be broken off at once it

Laval should at last turn over to. Hitler the remnants of the French

fleet still in French ports. But Laval is now contemplating aid to

Hitler which is of far greater importance to the German war effort

than the surrender of the remnants of the French fleet. This action

is the use of forced French labour to work on German war production.
The decree establishing forced labor has already been published in

Petain’s name.

If Laval now uses it to draft a million or two million or five

million men to work on Hitler’s guns and tanks either in Germany

itself or in plants in France which have been conscriped for German

purposes he will help Hitler far more than he could possibly help him

by turning over what remains of the French fleet.

/For



“
For this reason Secretary Hull is entirely justified in

protesting as he did yesterday-’ that ’this action if carried cut

would be such aid to one of our enemies as to to wholly inconsistent .

with Frances obligations' under international law' we should have

no alternative except to cut at once the last thin lends that tie us

tc Vichy"*
„

Grounds for Confidence

The German High Command is discontented, says the Chicago Sun

"whether or not Stalingrad falls the prison timetable is well behind*

schedule* Hitler has lost for another treason his chance to knock out

the Russian army- or draw hy any means all of its fancy.

"

The Caucasus is warm - hut snow is already reported to have

fallen in Caucasian mountain passes. Hitler apparently feels unable

to attempt a fresh campaign in the north as long as "the' Volga' front ■’

holes - and the season is so late that a decisive northern -drive before

winter seems cut of-the question.

"He ’nave grounds for confidence therefore that we shall-have an

extremely valuable ally in Eastern Europe next spring hy which time we

car. presume the Anglo-American front will become, reality in the west.

•In view of those facts - and the fact that' Rommels most recent'

attempt at a breakthrough in the. Egyptian desert was thwarted - it is

easy to understand the increased confidence of the -Turks whech was made

plain during. Mr, Willkies visit, Russian heroism is not only saving

the Russian front. It has greatly reduced the prospect of a collapse in

the Middle East,"
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